Introduction
Batteries have become essential to our everyday life. They are used in many different applications across a variety of industries from health care to consumer electronics to automobiles. They are also used in practically every aerospace application imaginable. Like most technologies, batteries have continued to evolve throughout time, especially for particular applications that have extraordinary requirements. The aerospace industry, with satellite power systems being a prime example, often requires advanced battery technologies for a variety of reasons. Although one reason is often the need for enabling technology, another more common reason is competitiveness; that is, the evolution of the "better, faster, cheaper" technology is necessary for one aerospace company to stay ahead of another, or in some cases to keep up with another. However, the application of a new battery technology to a power system presents new challenges.
The system must be capable of dealing with the uniqe properties of the new battery technology and the benefit, or need, of using it must outweigh the performance of the heritage system. Lithium Ion batteries are a relatively new space battery chemistry that have revolutionized new mission capabilities and optimized heritage systems in the aspects of better, faster and cheaper.
A satellite power system is a complicated mixture of components and requires complex modeling to ensure proper sizing and evaluation of all modes of operation.
Typically, the power system model is composed of individual component models where applicable. A crucial component model in nearly all power system models is the battery voltage model. High fidelity battery models enhance the power system model fidelity and allow less design margin and higher system efficiency given equal risk. The models developed herein are currently in use for systems that require Lithium Ion batteries as an enabling technology.
Background
This project documents the development of Lithium-Ion (Li Ion) battery cell voltage models for general Electric Power System (EPS) simulation and modeling applications. Dependent on this is the appropriate derivation of the requirements and parameters needed to perform the modeling. Also inherent in the project is Model Based System Engineering (MBSE), where modeling is intended to foster design of the total system and evaluate specific performance response of the sytem to the mission. The MBSE concept allows rapid and relatively inexpensive evaluation of the system. The modeling presented in this project accomplishes this, by providing a detailed component model to the higher system level model to evaluate and refine the total system quickly and efficiently. 
Prerequisites
In general, the model presented herein can apply to any number of systems including terrestrial, air, sea or space. The particular detailed application presented for this project is space, and more specifically, satellites. Prior to applying the model, the user must have been delivered the main battery requirements. It is assumed that the higher level system requirements have been defined, in at least a basic form, so that detailed application of the modeling herein can be applied. A general understanding of the higher level system requirements by the battery modeler is helpful to promote efficient total system refinement. After these parameters have been flowed to the modeling user, detailed mission analysis can be performed.
There are a number of ways that the detailed battery requirements can be derived and provided to the battery modeling user. Most companies or system developers utilize some form of system sizing model. This model generally includes the total system, including power and energy assumptions, the acceptable voltage range, the power system type (regulated/unregulated, etc) and mission duration that could include calendar life and number of charge/discharge cycles. As explained in Ref 2, the detailed parametric studies using the total system model produce the detailed battery requiements. It should be noted that the process is iterative; where the detailed battery modeling often influences the system greatly, and the system and battery is modified according to the refined needs of both. Also, such information needed to perform the detailed total system analysis is not always available for a very immature system. In these cases, a basic system model in the form of a simple excel spreadsheet will suffice with assumptions (including appropriate conservatism) for the important system characteristics noted above and needed for the detailed mission modeling. It should also be noted that, although the end goal for the battery model is usually to be part of the total system model, the battery model developed and presented here can be used as a stand-alone application. Detailed battery-only response to the given input parameters and cases can be analyzed, including boundary conditions and sensitivity analysis. It should be noted that much more complicated physics based models have been developed (Refs 8 and 9) but for computational efficiency this work uses the simplest form for the model that will still fill the requirements for the higher level power system modeling and simulation. For this reason the more subtle effects and components of the more complicated model are neglected, including those listed below.
Battery Modeling Approach
In this model, the battery cell is modeled as a voltage source whose internal resistance is modeled by a resistance (or impedance) followed in series by a resistor and a capacitor which are in parallel. By analyzing certain test data, the values of these electrical components can be determined, which have proven to accurately represent the measured data. where Vocv is the Open Circuit Voltage and SOC is the State of Charge of the battery at any given time (given either in Ah or as a %). This relationship is usually linear in form, varying over the SOC range, usually from 0% to 100%, or from 0 Ah to the maximum full or operational capacity of the battery in Ah.
Cell Impedance Effects
During discharge, the battery cell voltage will drop during a rise in current due to the impedance effects within the cell, modeled by the resistance in the Randles Model.
Similarly, the voltage will rise when the current is reduced. The opposite applies in the charging operation. Using rapid step changes in the current from a zero current condition, the amount of the voltage change can be measured, and these impedances effects can be calculated. It has been observed that this calculated impedance effect may be different for charging and discharging situations, and different values for each may be assigned as appropriate in the model.
Given that Vocv is known at a given State of Charge, the cell impendence (dV/dI), derived from Ohms Law (V=I*R), can be calculated by dVdI = (Vocv -Vmeasured) / (Current Change from Zero Current) For this model, an impedance effect is calculated for charging pulses, and a separate impedance effect is calculated for discharging pulses. Thus: Vchg = Vocv + dvdi_chg * Current_Pulse_Charging_From_Zero Vdis = Vocv + dvdi_dis * Current_Pulse_Discharging_From_Zero
The impedance may also depend on the size of the current pulse, or the size of the change of the current over a specified time. At present, these effects are ignored. The impedance effects are also calculated using the highest charging and discharging current pulses in order that the entire range of current pulses can be included in the model, as accurately as possible.
It should be noted that the current change does not have to change from zero to some non-zero value. Equally relevant are changes from one non-zero discharge rate to another and the same equations apply.
Model Input Data Summary
The Li ion battery cell voltage model thus depends on the following measured and calculated parameters:
The temperature of the data measured in degrees C SOC State of Charge points where Vocv is measured Vocv(SOC) The Open Circuit Voltage measured at the SOC points dvdi_chg Impedance effect during charging dvdi_dis Impedance effect during discharging dvdt Temperature effect
Model Limitations
Capacitance Effects
The amount of capacity in the battery cell may change the Open Circuit Voltage curve, Vocv(SOC), from a rigid linear relationship, and this effect has been seen to be very small.
A more pronounced effect of the cell capacity may be its affect on the cell impedance, as the cell capacity changes. This effect is presently not included in the model.
Temperature Effects
The change of the voltage at any specified SOC and current pulse condition may be very difficult to mathematically simulate, due to the physical construction of the battery cell. The model includes the ability to measure the Open Circuit Voltage curve at any set of given temperatures, and then to calculate from the data the impedance effects for the same bounding charging and discharging current pulses. Know these data, the model can then accurately predict the voltage of the cell at any of those given temperatures, and then can linearly interpolate the data for any temperature between the given temperature points.
The model then includes a temperature effect (dvdt) that varies in a linear manner with the voltage:
where Vcell(To) is the voltage measured at temperature 'To' degrees C, and Vcell is the desired temperature to be calculated at temperature 'TempC' degrees C.
Although temperature effects are included in the code for the modeling, the assigned constants (and thus effects from temperature) are recommended to be set to 20
to provide no influence on the modeled voltage. Use of temperature effects may be included and recommended at a later date, as temperature characterization of the cell is performed. It is important to note that the temperature dependence on the OCV curve is very small for the lithium ion batteries modeled for this project, and the model was derived for temperatures at approximately 20C.
Time-Dependent Effects
Test data show that the rise and fall of the voltage after a rapid change in the charging or discharging current will not occur instantaneously, and will instead be slow and smooth. This relaxation effect is modeled by the capacitance in the original Randles Model, which is ignored in this model. However, this effect can easily be added by assuming that a specified fraction of the voltage is allowed to be an instantaneous change while the remainder is modified by an exponential relaxation coefficient, to account for the change with respect to time.
For the purposes of this project, this effect of the voltage relaxation and timedependence is not included. It is noted that from the standpoint of the system analysis, not including the time-dependent effects is typically conservative, producing predicted voltages higher on charge and lower on discharge at the start of the current transitions.
Still, based on comparison to the data, this inaccuracy has a minimal effect on the system analysis and predicted margins.
Results of this model with time-dependence may be released at a later time.
Data Sources for Verification and Validation
Various The 'COED' test consists of a variety of cycles of various depths of discharge throughout a 24 hr period. This profile allows characterization of the cell voltage over multiple charge and discharge currents with relatively fast transitions from charge to discharge. Such a profile might be experienced in a "Low-Earth" or "LEO" type of orbit.
The 'COER' test consists of multiple back-to-back, relatively high depths of discharge and fast transitions from charge to discharge. This is also a profile that might be experienced in a LEO type of orbit.
The 'FDAC' test consists of a full discharge and recharge of a cell, to characterize the cell voltage over the entire SOC range. This profile would be relevant to any discharge that is prolonged and reduces the cell SOC to low values, including zero. This is a profile that might be applicable to acceptance, qualification or other check-out testing, or "Geostationary or Geosynchronous Earth" or "GEO" and "Medium Earth" or "MEO" type orbits.
Data is taken during these tests and recorded in large data files for later analysis.
The data measured include the year, day, and time of each test measurement, as well as the current, voltage, and temperature of each cell, and several other output parameters.
These data are stored in tab delimited text formatted data files, where each file contains the data for one day of testing. These data files are typically 2,800 to 3,000 lines long, and are each about 1 Mb in size. Each row contains the data taken at the stated time. The size of the time steps between the data rows can vary, but is usually on the order of 30 seconds.
The test data in these files are used to determine the data that is input to the various battery cell voltage models. The test data is formatted in the test data files, in text only format, in delimited columns that is easily imported into MS Excel. It includes current, temperature, voltage, accumulated Ahrs for the phase, date, elapsed time, etc.
It is noted that the test data itself does not include state-of-charge or depth-of-discharge values. These variables can be calculated from the exiting data in each data row by integrating the current and comparing the calculated capacity of the cell to an assumed "full", or 100% SOC, capacity value.
The modeled (predicted) cell voltage is calculated using a coded subroutine, rather than by using cell formulas. This simplifies the calculation process and reduces complex problems with Excel whenever errors occur in the model data or the formulas.
The coded subroutine then reads from each row, one row at a time, the input data 
Model Development and Results
The model development and validation results are presented using a single vendor test results, as an example of the model accuracy, although models have been generated and are in use for each vendor in test. The prerequisite battery requirements (capacity, voltage, etc) have been delivered to the battery modeler and the test data has been analyzed using the model to derive the variable coefficients needed to model the battery for this particular application.
The model is written in an Excel workbook, using Excel Visual Basic Macros.
These macros are essentially written in the same code format as FORTRAN or C codes and are very easy to use, access, read, understand, and change if necessary.
The model is written as the code function:
This function can be placed into any Excel workbook.
The function uses the following inputs as variables:
soc State of charge of the cell in percent curr Current into or out of the cell in Amps + for charging, and -for discharging temp Temperature of the cell in Degrees C The input variables are not changed by the call to the function. In summary, the model consists of three parts: the function code, the subroutine testing code, and the input data worksheet. The model can be used in any Excel workbook that includes these three items.
Vendor 1 Open Circuit Voltage Curve and Other Parameters
The data that comprises the Open Circuit Voltage (Vocv) data curve that is currently used in this model is not shown due to its potential proprietary nature, however, sample OCV curve data is shown in the table below and plotted in Figure 1 . This provides an understanding of the form and format of the curve used in the model. 
Sample LiIon Model Vocv Curve

Figure 1. Sample Li ion Model Vocv Curve
It is noted that these data do not follow a strict linear relationship to the SOC.
Also, note that SOC values greater than 100% may occur if the cell is rated lower than the actual capacity it can deliver.
The Vocv data curve is input into the model using an input data spreadsheet described below. The number of data points and the values in these data can always be changed in the spreadsheet.
The value of the model input variables are determined by comparing the testing data to the model for various cases, and adjusting the parameters to achieve the best model fit to the data. The resulting model parameters for this model are given below: These values are included in the input data spreadsheet.
In addition to adjusting these parameters, a normalization of the capacity in the spreadsheet to match the relative SOC is performed.
It is important to note that, given the above modifications, the voltage model matches the test data very accurately, within the needs of the higher level system modeling. The end result achieved is a model that is verified against the test data with good correlation.
Vendor 1 Voltage Model Results
The results of using these model parameters 
Future Work
Future work will include refinements to the models to more accurately model the taper charge region. Providing additional battery models as new assets are tested will also be included. As life test data is gathered, end-of-life projections will be implemented in the models to predict cell voltages for specified mission durations.
Project summary
This project describes a detailed battery cell voltage model used to size and predict performance of complex total systems using Model Based System Engineering.
The general approach to developing and implementing the model used system engineering principles to provide prediction capability for all aspects of the mission. The necessary baseline requirements for the battery have been generated and flowed down to the battery modeler, and the appropriate battery model parameters have been obtained from applicable test data. The end product is an accurate and versatile battery model that easily interfaces with the higher detailed total system model to refine and optimize the total system and predict performance and margin. The models presented are in use and have resulted in more efficient, lower risk systems due to the ability to predict performance with high fidelity in nearly all operational scenarios. Note that the name of the spreadsheet and the cell locations of these data must be exactly as described for the model code listed in the previous section to work properly.
Figure 5. Sample Battery Cell Model Code Input Variable Data Spreadsheet
